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Industrial 4WD tyre with strong puncture-resistance



It’s time for a change

Toyo Tires enables you to move better; our Japanese roots gives you the 

latest in mobility both on and off the road. But that’s just the beginning. 

What Toyo really does is empower you to move confidently to new and 

bigger things, to make a change for the better. Just ask those who have. 

You see, tyres are not just a part of your vehicle. We believe that what  

you put on the outside of your car, matters to those on the inside.  

This is why we make tyres for drivers, not cars.
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M55F

Keep moving with the M55F, an extreme-duty all-

terrain tyre that’s designed for the harshest conditions 

Australia has to offer, making it popular in severe-

service mining, prospecting, remote exploration, 

military applications, 4x4 overlanding and even as a 

robust off-road trailer tyre. Offering the versatility of an 

all-terrain tyre with incredible durability to back it up, 

this reliably rugged, industrial 4WD tyre is as tough as 

it gets, ready to roll over sharp rocks for days on end 

or travel flat-out on long, rough roads through remote 

regions where failure is not an option.

Key driver benefits
• Off-road traction
• Puncture resistance
• Durability
• Tread life 

Suitable fitment 
• Toyota Landcruiser Commercial
• Toyota Prado
• Ford Ranger

VIEW MORE FITMENTS ONLINE
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https://www.toyotires.com.au/tyres
https://www.toyotires.com.au/tyres
https://www.toyotires.com.au/tyres


Features & Benefits

M55F

Wide steel belts and robust 
casing construction

Increased puncture resistance  

and longer tread life

Chip, cut and wear 
resistant tread compound

Long tread life and resistance to  

tread cutting and chipping,  

even in harsh conditions

Aggressive block and  
lug tread pattern

Maximum traction for dirt, sand  

and field work. Self-cleaning for  

wet and muddy conditions

Wide tread with square shoulders

Excellent handling response with high 

speed stability and comfort
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Related Product Comparison
In comparison to M55F

Open Country A/T II

 better sealed road 
performance

 better fuel 
economy

 similar off-road 
traction

Open Country R/T

 has stronger  
off-road traction

 is more puncture 
resistance

 similar puncture 
resistance

Open Country M/T

 more off-road 

traction

 less cut/chip 

resistance

 similar comfort

M55F
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“ We covered 600km on off-road tracks extremely well 
known for sidewall stakes. There were no punctures 
in the M55’s” – Chuck Thomas, Chuck It In Low Range
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Performance  
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OPEN COUNTRY M/T

OPEN COUNTRY R/T

Performance is rated on a scale of 1 to 5 in increments of 0.5, with 5 being the best. Ratings compare related Toyo products within applicable categories and should not be considered out of context.
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Sizes & Specifications

Tyre Size
Load 

/Speed 
Rating

Light 
Truck 

Construction

Ply 
Rating

Carcass 
Plies

Tread 
Depth
(mm)

Inflated Dim.
Weight 

(kgs)

Max 
Load 
(kgs)

Max Cold 
Pressure 

(kPa)

Measuring 
Rim Width 

(inch)

Approved 
Rim Widths 

(inch)O.D.
(mm)

O.W.
(mm)

235/85R16 120Q Yes 10 2 13.9 812 236  23.0 1400 550  6.5  5.5 - 7.0 

265/75R16 123Q Yes 10 2 14.4 810 275  24.7 1550 550  7.5  7.0 - 9.0 

265/65R17 120Q Yes 10 2 14.5 784 267  23.5 1400 550  8.0  7.5 - 9.5 

All Toyo brand tyres are subject to continuous brand development. Toyo Tyre Australia Pty Ltd reserves the 
right to change construction, materials specifications, or availability without notice or obligation.



Visit us at toyotires.com.au

Find a dealer Get a price
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1800 454 065

Toyo Tyre Australia Pty Ltd
1a, 2 Culverston Road, Minto NSW 2566

https://www.toyotires.com.au
https://www.toyotires.com.au/where-to-buy
https://www.toyotires.com.au
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